BC Provincial Championships, Sun
Peaks

The second round of the BC Cup series brought us to Sun Peaks for BC Provincial
Champs. With the course only being built one year before it was still a fairly new
course for everyone.
The new course dropping in from the top of the mountain unlike previous year where it
would start about one quarter of the way down the mountain meant for 5 plus minute
course, meaning riders would need to make every practice lap count to try to minimize
the amount to runs that you are doing on such a long course.

Lots of work was done to the course is preparation for the race weekend to help keep
things from getting too blown out over the weekend.

One of the many fresh corners re built for the race weekend.
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The course at Sun Peaks is much longer than our average race course in the BC Cup
series and can be very hard on the bodies so it is extremely important to manage your
practice to ensure that you aren’t tiring yourself out before your race run.

Theirs no easing into this course with the very first section dropping you into Insanity
One down this steep role into the fastest section of the course.
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Jonathan Schlender riding the first woods section of the course. With hardly any rain
this summer the course was extremely dusty and getting blown out very quickly.
Jonathan would later have an awesome ride and finish 3rd in U17 Sport Men.
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This section is one of the few with any line choice with the rest of the course being
mostly a one line course, although the choice was clear that the high line would be
fastest as soon as riders were on course.
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Conlan Reis about to enter the second woods section and also the steepest section of
the course. This one was a real brake pad burner. Conlan would finish his weekend
with a solid 5th place in Junior Sport Men 17-18

The course and conditions this weekend made for a challenging weekend for many
riders but we worked as a team and helped each other out on and off the course when
we could as every little thing adds up on a race weekend and everyone performed
excellently when it counted with solid rides for the whole C4 team.
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Full C4 Results:
Adam Woodhouse – 11th Elite Men
Blake Bunting – 1st Junior Expert Men
Jacob Stefiuk – 2nd Junior Expert Men
Logan Van Eesteren – 5th Junior Expert Men
Daniel Froese – 6th Junior Expert Men
Conlan Reis – 5th Junior Sport Men
Jonathan Schlender – 3rd U17 Sport Men
Ben Caswell – 11th U15 Men

As always thank you to our sponsors: Norco Bicycles, Race Face, SRAM, Fluid
Function, Kali Protectives and Ryders Eyewear
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